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ABSTRACT
This doctoral thesis presents the design, simulation, and calibration of two instru-
ments developed to study energetic charged particles in low-Earth orbit. The near-
Earth energetic charged particle populations include particles trapped by the Earth
magnetic field, solar energetic particles, and galactic cosmic rays. Each population
has its spatial distribution, energy spectra, and temporal dynamics that reflect the
physical processes connected with the particle injection, acceleration, or removal.
The instruments discussed in the thesis aim to study the most abundant and
dynamic particle population, i.e., electrons and protons in the Van Allen radiation
belts. In addition, with one of the instruments we endeavour to detect energetic
neutral atoms originating in the solar corona. Solar energetic neutral atoms carry
direct information on particle acceleration mechanisms occurring in the solar corona,
which are challenging to analyse using in-situ observations of charged particles.
The first instrument described in this work is RADMON, a miniature radiation
monitor onboard the first Finnish CubeSat Aalto-1. We have simulated the instru-
ment and re-calibrated it using data obtained in space. We present the response func-
tions for each instrument channel. We discuss the issues of contamination of electron
channels of the instrument by high-energy protons. We use the response functions to
convert instrument counts to physical units and present the data obtained by RAD-
MON in 2017-2019.
The second instrument described in the doctoral thesis is PATE, a particle tele-
scope that is a part of the payload of the Finnish CubeSat mission Foresail-1, sched-
uled to be delivered for launch in 2021. We have simulated the instrument under
development and verified its design by using a precise simulation model. We present
the instrument construction, particle classifier rules, and instrument response func-
tions.
An essential part of the work presented in the thesis is Monte Carlo simulations
within the Geant4 framework. We have used Geant4 modelling to study particle de-
tector responses, to calibrate instrumental gains and offsets, and to verify the designs
of particle classifiers. We conclude that this simulation framework offers an efficient
way of assessing several aspects of charged particle instruments and that such sim-
ulations should be an integral part of the design and verification process of charged
particle instruments flown in space.
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TIIVISTELMÄ
Tämä väitöskirja käsittelee kahden suurienergiaisten varattujen hiukkasten havain-
nointiin kehitetyn satelliitti-instrumentin suunnittelua, simulointia ja kalibrointia.
Maan lähiavaruuden varattujen hiukkasten populaatiot ovat Maan magneettikenttään
loukkuuntuneita hiukkasia, Auringossa kiihdytettyjä hiukkasia ja galaktista kosmista
säteilyä. Jokaisella populaatiolla on oma spatiaalinen jakaumansa, energiaspektri ja
ajallinen dynamiikka, jotka kuvastavat hiukkasten injektioon, kiihdytykseen tai
häviöihin liittyviä fysikaalisia prosesseja.
Instrumenteilla on tarkoitus tutkia näistä runsainta ja dynaamisinta hiukkaspopu-
laatiota, eli elektroneja ja protoneja Van Allenin säteilyvöissä. Lisäksi toisella instru-
menteista pyritään havaitsemaan Auringon koronasta peräisin olevia suurienergiaisia
neutraaleja hiukkasia. Nämä antavat suoraa tietoa Auringon varattujen hiukkasten
kiihdytysprosesseista, joita in situ -tutkimuksella on varsin haastava tutkia.
Ensimmäinen tässä työssä kuvattu laite on RADMON, miniatyrisoitu säteily-
monitori Aalto-1 -kuutiosatelliitissa, joka on Suomen ensimmäinen oma satelli-
itti. Olemme simuloineet instrumentin ja kalibroineet sen uudelleen avaruudesta
saadun datan avulla. Esittelemme määrittämämme vastefunktiot jokaiselle instru-
mentin kanavalle. Tarkastelemme laitteen elektronikanavien kontaminaatiota su-
urienergiaisten protonien vaikutuksesta. Käytämme vastefunktioita instrumentin
mittaamien hiukkaslukumäärien muuntamiseen fysikaalisiin vuoyksiköihin ja esit-
telemme RADMON:in 2017-2019 tekemät mittaukset.
Toinen väitöskirjassa kuvattu instrumentti on PATE-hiukkasteleskooppi, joka on
osa suomalaisen Foresail-1 -kuutiosatelliitin hyötykuormaa. Satelliitti on tarkoitus
luovuttaa laukaisijalle vuonna 2021. Olemme simuloineet kehitteillä olevaa instru-
menttia ja verifioineet sen suunnittelun käyttämällä tarkkaa simulaatiomallia. Esit-
telemme laitteen rakenteen, hiukkasten luokittelusäännöt, ja laitteen vastefunktiot.
Olennainen osa väitöskirjassa esitettyä työtä ovat Monte Carlo -simulaatiot
Geant4-ohjelmistolla. Olemme käyttäneet Geant4-mallinnusta hiukkasilmaisin-
ten vastefunktioiden tutkimiseen, instrumenttien vahvistinparametrien kalibroin-
tiin ja hiukkasluokittelijoiden suunnittelun verifiointiin. Johtopäätöksemme on,
että tämä simulaatio-ohjelmisto tarjoaa tehokkaan tavan arvioida hiukkasinstru-
menttien ominaisuuksia ja että tällaisten simulaatioiden tulisi olla erottamaton osa
satelliittihankkeiden hiukkasinstrumenttien suunnittelu- ja verifiointiprosessia.
ASIASANAT: hiukkasten havainnointi, satelliitti-instrumentti, kuutiosatelliitti.
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1 Introduction
There is no such thing as an invalid measurement. One always
gets the correct answer because all systems are constrained by
physical laws. As in an electrical circuit, which always operates
according to the way it is built even though that may not be what
the designer intended, any physical test also provides the correct
answer. The problem is that frequently the parameters being mea-
sured are not the parameters one thinks are being measured.
”Measurement techniques in space plasmas” (Vampola, 1998)
Motivation for the Thesis
Space research relies on data gathered by satellites. At the beginning of space ex-
ploration, many satellites were relatively small, below 100 kg. The scientific de-
mands on the aperture size and electric power, i.e., solar cells dimensions, pushed
the average size of a research satellite in the tonne domain. However, a new turn of
technology development enabled scientific instruments to become again small and
power-efficient. The CubeSat project introduced a new era in space research. The
new standard allowed the creation of miniature, reliable instruments on platforms
with a size of a milk jug and costs below 1 million. This recently emerged environ-
ment stimulated the development of nanosatellites for space research by universities
around the world.
The relaxed requirements on the product assurance and the electronic compo-
nents for instruments encouraged new research and the same time, reduced the num-
ber of documents describing instruments. However, the quality of the scientific data
relies on the integrity of the development of an instrument. The work presented in the
Thesis aims at presenting the instruments openly, thoroughly, and transparently. The
articles that compose the thesis show development, calibration, verification, model-
ing of instruments, and lessons learned from the Aalto-1 mission.
The influence of the near-Earth environment on modern technological society
grows year by year. The dynamics of radiation belts affect the spacecraft fleet that




The Thesis consists of an introductory part and four research articles.
Paper I reports on the in-flight calibration of the radiation monitor RADMON
onboard Aalto-1 CubeSat. The instrument is measuring fluxes of charged particles
in low Earth polar orbit. Paper II provides an overview of the observational data ob-
tained by RADMON during a period from October 2017 to May 2018. It shows the
observed magnetosphere dynamics and discusses data comparison between RAD-
MON and the PROBA-V/EPT mission.
Chapter 2 of the introductory part gives a concise overview of the near-Earth
magnetic and radiation environment relevant to the research presented in Papers I-
IV. The overview scope supports the scope of the Thesis, which concentrates on
particle instruments rather than on the physics of the magnetosphere. The chapter
also outlines the space weather and its significance for modern technology.
Paper III introduces the particle telescope PATE designed to explore charged par-
ticle populations in low Earth orbit with the ability to observe particles’ pitch angle
distribution. Chapter 3 supports Papers I–III by introducing necessary particle instru-
ment design and calibration details. Chapter 4 briefly describes Aalto-1/RADMON
and Foresail-1/PATE and discusses how a future instrument similar to RADMON
could be designed.
Paper IV considers the lessons learned from the Aalto-1 mission after three years
in space. RADMON has proven to be one of the most successful payloads on the
satellite. Paper IV discusses how a future instrument similar to RADMON could be
improved to monitor the charged particle fluxes.
Chapter 5 introduces the method of Geant4 simulations used in Papers I-IV to
characterize the instrument response, define the energy channels, and build the RAD-
MON data product.
Finally, Chapter 6 comprises the Papers’ summaries, Chapter 7 condenses the
Thesis results, and Chapter 8 provides an outlook on the future research.
3
2 The near-Earth space
2.1 Introduction
On September 1 and 2, 1859, occurred the most intense documented magnetic distur-
bance in history. It led to widespread failures of telegraph communications. Aurora
has been observed not only in polar regions but as southern as Cuba and Hawaii. It
was reported to be as bright as one could read a newspaper under the aurora.
In 1896 Kristian Birkeland proposed that cathode rays (i.e., electrons) coming
from the Sun, especially from the sunspots, cause magnetic disturbances, and au-
rora on Earth phenomena are connected. Disturbances in Earth magnetic field were
known to hinder navigation and radio communications. The importance of these two
supported the importance of research on what causes geomagnetic storms.
Ironically, a governmental ban on amateur operations in frequencies lower than
1.5 MHz led to discovering multiple ionospheric reflections of the radio waves in
higher frequencies predicted by Heaviside in 1902. The phenomenon was explained
by the presence of ionized layers in the upper atmosphere. Long-distance radio
communication gradually gained great importance for society and technology.
At the dawn of the space era in 1957–1958, a series of space probes discovered
inner and outer Van Allen radiation belts surrounding the Earth (Van Allen, 1958;
Snyder, 1959; Vernov and Chudakov, 1960; Rothwell and McIlwain, 1960). Two
trapped particle clouds were discovered, and their dynamics were proven to depend
on solar activity. On the verge of the 21st century, the practical significance of un-
derstanding the dynamics of the radiation belts rose dramatically in correlation with
the number of satellites operating in the Earth orbit. Energetic charged particles can
cause satellite malfunctions in space by altering semiconductor devices’ properties
due to accumulated radiation dose (Claeys and Simoen, 2002), flipping bits in the
computer memory, or deep charging dielectric materials to hazardous levels.
The phenomena that connect the dynamics of the radiation belts, the near-Earth
space environment, and the interplanetary space, including the Sun, were designated
as ”space weather” (Baker, 1998). The importance of space weather to our tech-
nological society is no less critical than meteorological forecasts fifty years ago.
Our dependence on satellite navigation, communication, and remote sensing has im-
mensely grown in the last decades and has the potential to further growth. Therefore,
it is crucial to understand the space weather phenomena, which can be done by com-




The near-Earth radiation environment consists of Van Allen radiation belts, solar
energetic particles (SEP), and galactic cosmic rays (GCR) (Vainio et al., 2009). From
the three components, the GCR is the most stable one. The lower energy component
of GCRs varies in intensity by an order of magnitude, decreasing with solar activity.
The other two, on the contrary, are intensively dynamic.
The GCRs1 are 90% protons, 8% alpha particles, 1% heavier, fully stripped
nuclei, and about 1% electrons (Papini et al., 1996). GCRs have not only ordinary
matter but antiprotons and positrons in minor quantities. In the near-Earth space,
the peak intensity of GCRs lies in the energy range of 0.1 – 1 GeV/nucleon with an
integral flux of about 1 cm−2 s−1. The GCRs are generated in supernova remnants by
diffusive shock acceleration (Ackermann et al., 2013). The GCRs of energies above
8 EeV are reported to have anisotropy that suggests their extragalactic origin (Aab
et al., 2017).
The SEPs are electrons, protons, and heavier nuclei accelerated to high energies
above 1 MeV during intensive solar flares and coronal mass ejections (Reames, 1999,
2015). The SEP flux may rise several orders of magnitude in a matter of few hours.
The geomagnetic field partially traps energetic solar protons into the inner radiation
belt (Selesnick et al., 2007; Li and Hudson, 2019). Some of the energetic protons
may experience charge exchange with neutral hydrogen in solar corona and continue
their way through the interplanetary space as solar energetic neutral atoms observable
at the Earth orbit (Mewaldt et al., 2009).
The Van Allen radiation belts can be pictured as two large toroidal structures
surrounding Earth. Figure 1 shows the cross-section of the radiation belts. The
inner belt lies at geocentric distances of 1 – 3 Earth radii in the equatorial plane.
The outer belt starts right after a small depletion region around the inner belt and
extends up to 7 – 8 Earth radii. The radiation belts are formed by charged particle
populations trapped by the Earth magnetic field. Their shapes are aligned with the
Earth magnetic dipole axis, which is tilted about 10 degrees from the polar axis.
Multiple interconnected phenomena compete to enrich, accelerate, or deplete the
radiation belts, making them a unique natural laboratory (Ripoll et al., 2020).
2.2.1 Radiation belts
The inner belt that is closer to the Earth is mostly proton-dominated, with a small
portion of heavier ions. The observed proton energies range from several MeV up to
hundreds of MeV. The proton energy distribution is argued to have a tail reaching the
the trapping limit of 3–4 GeV (Selesnick et al., 2007). Most of the high-energy pro-
tons originate from cosmic ray albedo neutron decay (Singer, 1958), but the confined


















Figure 1. Structure of the radiation belts. Image credit Chris Martin, public domain image.
population of energetic solar protons dominates in the energy range below 100 MeV.
Solar energetic protons get trapped in the polar regions into the belt (Selesnick et al.,
2007). The inner proton belt is highly stable on the time scale of a year (Selesnick
and Albert, 2019).
One of the prominent features of the inner belt is the South Atlantic Anomaly
(SAA) discovered shortly after the discovery of radiation belts (Kurnosova et al.,
1962). The behavior of the anomaly is significant for near-Earth satellites due to
extreme fluxes of energetic protons able to disrupt the functioning of satellites’ elec-
tronic equipment. SAA is caused by the shift of the Earth magnetic dipole to the side
from the rotation axis. The inner belt sustained by the magnetic field falls asymmet-
ric relative to the Earth surface, approaching altitudes about 400 km above the South
Atlantic region. The region affected by energetic particles drifts slowly westwards,
driven by the changes in the Earth magnetic field (Anderson et al., 2018).
In addition to the stable proton population, the inner belt has a minor but very
dynamic electron population. It has been questioned whether particle instruments
observe high energy protons or energetic electrons in SAA, but Selesnick (2015)
shows convincing evidence that electrons are injected into the inner belt in short
events. The electron lifetime in the inner belt, as observed by SAMPEX, is several
years.
The outer belt is electron-rich, separated from the inner belt by the particle-
depleted slot region. It is a highly dynamic region filled with electrons of energies
up to several MeV. The electrons are injected and lost at time scales from minutes
to days and months. The dynamic behavior is driven by solar activity, but the link is
not straightforward. The response of the outer belt electrons to geomagnetic storms
induced by solar activity may be enrichment, depletion, or sustaining (Reeves et al.,
2003). Figure 2 shows intensive dynamics of the outer belt electrons observed by
Van Allen Probes mission in 2012–2016. The variety of the processes influencing
6
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Figure 2. Relativistic Electron-Proton Telescope (REPT) observations of the outer belt relativistic
electrons of energies about 1.8 MeV in Sep 2012 – Sep 2016. During powerful storms, the
electron belt sinks quite deeply into the 𝐿 < 3. Both sudden enrichment and depletion events are
seen in the time history. Image credit (Baker et al., 2018)
the outer belt is wide, including those yet unknown (Kanekal et al., 2019; Li and
Hudson, 2019).
One of the essential loss mechanisms for outer belt electrons is their precipitation
to the atmosphere at high latitudes. An electron with its momentum direction inside
the loss cone (close to the magnetic field direction) does not reflect from the polar
magnetic mirror until it reaches the upper atmosphere, which is dense enough to
absorb it. The electron precipitation depletes the outer radiation belt of energetic
electrons and also causes a change in the chemistry of NOx, HOx and ozone in the
upper atmospheric layers (Seppälä et al., 2015). It is argued that the change in the
chemistry caused by large-scale geomagnetic storms can affect the neutral winds
in the upper atmosphere (Weimer et al., 2011; Borovsky and Valdivia, 2018). The
absorption of energetic ionizing electrons induces the pulsating aurora phenomenon
(Turunen et al., 2016). One of the key questions in the science of radiation belts is to
clarify how electrons get accelerated to relativistic energies, how they are transported
within the radiation belt, how they are eventually lost, and how their precipitation
affects the magnetosphere and the atmosphere (Borovsky and Valdivia, 2018). To
answer this question, we have to observe the electron population in a wide energy





The Earth magnetic field can be represented as a primary dipole, tilted 10° to the
axis of rotation of the planet, with multiple additional components. The surface field
magnitude varies in the range of 30 – 60 µT being stronger near the poles. Thus, the
Earth magnetic field constitutes a magnetic trap with magnetic mirrors at poles.
The primary dipole axis drifts inside the Earth, causing magnetic poles to migrate
on the surface by several kilometers per month. The current International Geomag-
netic Reference Field (IGRF) model has 13 spherical harmonics that describe the
Earth magnetic field in its complexity (Thébault et al., 2015).
L-shell coordinate system. McIlwain (1961) proposed a coordinate system that
would adequately describe positions in the near-Earth space to study the radiation
belts. Assuming the Alfven invariant to be constant, in the absence of electric field,
















1−𝐵𝑙/𝐵 𝑑𝑠 , (1)
where 𝐼 is the magnetic coordinate, 𝑑𝑠 is the differential length of the guiding center
path between points 𝐴 and 𝐴′, which are conjugate points of the magnetic field line,
𝐵 is the magnitude of the magnetic field at 𝐴, 𝐵𝑙 is the magnitude of the magnetic
field along the field line, 𝑝‖ and 𝑝⊥ are the momentum components parallel and
perpendicular to the magnetic field. The closed contour integration goes along the
guiding center path from 𝐴 to 𝐴′ and back.
A given pair of 𝐼 and 𝐵 defines two rings in the opposite hemispheres. A particle
that mirrors at the point 𝐴 will travel along the magnetic field line to the 𝐴′ and
back between those rings, forming a shell. McIlwain (1961) defines the magnetic
shell coordinate 𝐿3𝐵/𝑀 = 𝐹 (𝐼3𝐵/𝑀) via an empirical function 𝐹 representing
the complex shape of the Earth magnetic field and the Earth dipole moment 𝑀 .
In dipole approximation, 𝐿 is the distance in Earth radii from the Earth center to
the place where the shell crosses the Earth-centered magnetic equatorial plane. The
distance of a shell from the Earth dipole quantifies the magnetic trap characteristics
for a particle in the shell. Therefore, the 𝐿 shell parameter is used to spatially identify
a particle population trapped between the magnetic mirrors.
A satellite in a circular polar orbit crosses a wide range of L-shells. The field
lines crossing the equatorial plane at several Earth radii close at the poles almost
vertically. Thus, a satellite in a low-Earth polar orbit crosses L-shells with the L
parameter much higher than the orbital altitude measured in the Earth radii.
Altitude-Adjusted Corrected Geomagnetic coordinates (AACGM, Shepherd
(2014)) serve a similar purpose of adequate spatial navigation in the Earth mag-
2so that the total momentum is conserved
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Figure 3. An example of calculating the AACGM coordinates. Red lines are the IGRF magnetic
field lines, and green lines are the dipole model field. The magenta line shows the IGRF field line
closing before touching the magnetic equator. By definition, there is no AACGM coordinate
available for such regions. AACGM never reaches regions close to the magnetic dip equator (thin
orange line), marked with thin yellow lines. With permission from American Geophysical Union,
adopted from (Shepherd, 2014).
netic field. Their definition relies on tracing the magnetic field lines using the IGRF
model. From the mathematical point of view, the coordinates of a point in ℛ3 are
projected to sphere 𝒮2 losing one degree of freedom. Thus, two points in space
can have identical AACGM coordinates, which means that the locations of these
points are on the same magnetic field line. Particles that bounce along the field line
will be observed in both points unless some particles mirror halfway due to their
pitch-angle. These two points likely share the particle population confined in the
magnetic trap of Earth dipole.
For an arbitrary position 𝐴 in space, the AACGM coordinates are the latitude
𝜆𝑚, longitude 𝜑𝑚 of the point on the surface, which is connected with 𝐴 by a
dipole magnetic field line. The Figure 3 explains the concept of AACGM. To obtain
AACGM coordinates for a point on the surface, one must trace the IGRF magnetic
field line emanating from the geographical location to the magnetic equator. A dipole
field line is then traced from the point where the IGRF field crosses the magnetic
equatorial plane to the Earth surface. The latitude and the longitude of that point are




For a point in near-Earth space, a touching IGRF magnetic field line is traced to
the magnetic equator the same way as for a surface point. Thus, the ”forbidden zone”




2.2.3 Solar energetic neutral atoms
Large gradual solar energetic particle events produce high fluxes of protons at ener-
gies above tens MeVs, dangerous to crewed and robotic missions alike. The SEPs are
accelerated at shock waves of coronal mass ejections during powerful solar eruptions
(Reames, 1999). Details of the acceleration mechanism depend on the presence of
supra-thermal ions in the solar corona (Desai and Giacalone, 2016). Turbulent coro-
nal magnetic fields can confine these ions; therefore, it is challenging to observe them
directly. The solar corona is not fully ionized, so that the supra-thermal ions can be
converted to neutral atoms by the charge-exchange process. The neutral energetic
atoms can escape the coronal region unaffected by the magnetic field.
There is an observation of energetic (few MeV) neutral atoms from a powerful
X9 solar eruption on 5 Dec 2006 by STEREO mission(Mewaldt et al., 2009). The
neutral atoms of high energy are proxies of the original supra-thermal population of
ions in the solar corona. These ions significantly influence how effectively particles
can be accelerated by the shock waves created by coronal mass ejections.
A neutral atom would travel in the same direction as the initial ion without being
deflected by electromagnetic fields in the interplanetary space. These neutrals would
be observable at the Earth orbit as a flux of energetic particles coming directly from
the Sun.
2.2.4 Space weather
The term ”space weather” coined by Baker (1998) comprises phenomena influencing
the dynamical near-Earth environment, which in turn affects many aspects of modern
technology and society in general (Lanzerotti, 2017; Baker et al., 2018). The term
encompasses the processes and states of the geospace environment, the interplanetary
space, and the Sun. Space weather is known to be rapidly changing, which drives the
efforts to predict it the same way as we predict the weather on the ground.
The radiation belts are affected by the space weather the most, and at the same
time, are the main environmental factor influencing the performance and reliability
of spacecraft and ground-based equipment.
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The first particle detector in space was a Geiger-Muller counter onboard the Explorer
1 mission launched in 1958. The counter was sensitive to protons with energies >30
MeV and electrons with energies >3 MeV. Despite being simple, the instrument
allowed us to discover the radiation belts of the Earth.
A particle instrument detects a charged particle by measuring how physical prop-
erties of its sensitive units, or detectors, change upon interaction with an incident
particle. The interaction concludes within nanoseconds, resulting in a trigger in the
logic of the instrument. The logic further compares the signals from detectors to
produce a count. The total number of counts within a time unit comprise the count
rate of an instrument.
This chapter introduces the particle detection techniques used in the presented
Thesis; the topic is expounded by Papers I, III, and IV.
3.1 Introduction
One of the scientific objectives for a particle instrument is to acquire the particle





The knowledge of the distribution function moderates the development of hy-
potheses on particle transport and acceleration. These hypotheses eventually mature
into theories and models that help us understand and predict the behavior particle
populations in space.
The full distribution function is hard to recover, but it is possible to describe it in
a particular part of the phase space using an instrument sensitive to particle energies
and incident angles and temporal flux variations. Using the count rates of particle
detectors, we can restore the distribution function of the particles.
Let us assume a particle instrument that observes the flux, a function of time,









For a non-relativistic case d𝐸 = 𝑚𝑣 d𝑣 = 𝑝 d𝑣 = 𝑣 d𝑝. For a relativistic particle,
the following is still true:
d𝐸 = 𝑣 d𝑝. (5)
















= 𝑝2𝑓(𝑥, 𝑝) (7)
Therefore the task was reduced to obtaining the incident flux 𝐼 by measurements.
However, a particle telescope reads out its sensors and reports the number of valid
counts per time unit, or the count rate. To recover 𝐼 , we must know the dependence
of the count rate on the incident flux in a specific energy range.
Geometric factor 𝐺 [cm2sr] of an instrument is a linear factor that links the count
rate 𝐶 [s−1] of an instrument to the incident particle flux 𝐼0 [cm−2sr−1s−1] (Sullivan,
1971):
𝐶 = 𝐼0𝐺 (8)
An ideal single planar detector, exposed to the isotropic incident flux, has a geo-
metric factor of 𝜋𝐴, where 𝐴 is its surface area. Despite the complexity of a real
instrument, the geometric factor notion enables a straightforward conversion of the
count rates observed by the instrument into physical flux units. The concept of the
geometric factor can be generalized as the response function of an instrument to ac-
count for the properties of a realistic instrument that depend on the incident particle
energy, incident angle, particle species, as well as temperature or instrument age.








𝑓𝑘(𝐸,Ω)Ψ𝑘(𝐸,Ω) d𝐸 dΩ , (9)
where 𝑓𝑘 is the differential particle flux of 𝑘-th species, Ψ𝑘(𝐸,Ω) is the instrument
response to particles of 𝑘-th species, 𝐸 is the incident particle energy, and Ω is the
solid angle of particle incidence. Equation (9) becomes (8) when the incident flux is
isotropic, monoenergetic and consists of only one particle species.
If an instrument has multiple counter channels, the response function is defined








𝑓𝑘(𝐸,Ω)Ψ𝑖𝑘(𝐸,Ω) d𝐸 dΩ , (10)
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where 𝐶𝑖 is the count rate of the 𝑖-th particle channel, and the response function
Ψ𝑖𝑘(𝐸,Ω) has two indices for channel and particle species. The response function
depending on the incident energy, angle, and particle species comprehensively de-
scribes a particle instrument. The simulations and calibration of particle instruments
described in Paper I and Paper III aim to characterize instruments by obtaining their
response functions.
3.2 Detectors
The development of elementary particle and solid-state physics brought multiple
different types of physical devices that are capable of converting energy deposited
in the detector medium to another form that is accessible to electronics, and finally,
to researchers. Charged particles ionize the solid-state bulk of a detector, producing
either an electrical signal, or accumulative change in electrical properties, or an
optical flash.
A particle instrument consists of one or more detectors paired with readout elec-
tronics. The analog signals formed by the readout subsystems are digitized by
analog-to-digital converters (ADC) and continue their way in the digital domain to
particle classifiers and counters. A particle classifier is essentially an algorithm that
compares digital values from the ADCs to built-in thresholds, applies coincidence
conditions, calculates the deposited energy in digital units, and decides which parti-
cle counter it needs to increment if any.
The instruments described in Paper I and Paper III utilize solid-state detectors.
RADMON comprises a silicon semiconductor detector and a CsI(Tl) scintillator
coupled to a silicon photodiode. PATE utilizes a stack of planar silicon detectors
arranged in several neighboring planar segments and five parallel layers.
3.2.1 Detection technique
A single detector registers an incident particle if it has caused a detectable interaction
with the sensitive volume of the detector. The energy deposit can be analyzed as
well; however, a single detector does not discriminate between particle species. A
combination of two or more detectors delivers more comprehensive information on
an incident particle. The combination is advantageous if the physics processes in the
detector stack are not entirely identical. Each particle species has a specific profile
of linear energy transfer inside the detector medium. Protons generally deposit more
energy per unit length (or thickness, if we consider a layered structure) than electrons.
The difference between detectors in respective deposited energies is a reliable proxy
of the particle species and energy.
Mass stopping power is the measure of the energy deposited by a particle in the
material that causes ionization. It shows how much energy is transferred from an
13
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incident particle and absorbed by the unit of density of the medium per unit length
of the particle path. Charged particles lose their energy in the medium by ionization
and excitation of atoms; this quantity is essential in choosing the right detectors for
the instrument design.
For protons and heavier nuclei, the mass stopping power is described by the























where 𝐼 ≈ 16𝑍0.9 eV is the mean excitation energy of atoms in the material1, 𝑍,𝐴
is the atomic number and the atomic mass of material, 𝑧 is the charge of the incident











1 + 2𝛾𝑚𝑒/𝑀 + (𝑚𝑒/𝑀)2
is the maximum kinetic energy obtained by an electron from an interaction with a
particle of mass 𝑀 . 𝜑/𝑍 is the shell correction that corrects (11) for the simplifying
assumption that shell electrons are at rest state. The shell correction affects non-
relativistic particles, e.g., protons of energies 𝐸/𝑍 < 10 MeV. 𝛿 is the density
correction for polarization effects in the medium important for protons above 100
MeV.
−d𝐸/d𝑥 is independent on the density of material and has a dimension of
[MeVcm2/g]. To obtain the spatial rate of the energy deposit in [MeVcm−1], one






where 𝑙 is the distance traveled by the particle.
If a material is a mixture of different atoms, e.g., a plastic or an oxide, it may be
considered as made up of thin layers of the compound elements according to their
proportion. The stopping power can be treated as being additive, with exemptions











1Not to be confused with the ionization energy, which is much lower.
2In engineering, it is often called linear energy transfer (LET) or specific energy loss.
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where d𝐸/d𝑥|𝑗 is the mean stopping power in the 𝑗-th element, and 𝑤𝑗 is the element
proportion.
A property significant for medium energy particle detectors is that the stopping
power of a proton −d𝐸/d𝑥 ∼ 1/𝛽2, for 𝛾𝛽 < 3. The stopping power rises as the
particle decelerates in the medium. LET vs. distance in material exhibits a sharp peak
near the full stop, called the Bragg peak. At lowest particle speeds3, i.e. 𝛾𝛽 < 0.05,
equation (11) is no longer precise (Berger et al., 1993) and phenomenological models
or experimental data should be used to account for low energy processes.
One can integrate the equation (11) to obtain the range travelled by a particle
before it stops. The range 𝑅 has the units of [g cm−1] and should be scaled by the









where 𝑅(𝐸0) is the particle range in so-called Continuous Slow-Down Approxi-
mation (CSDA). The CSDA range approximation assumes that a particle path is
straight, which is moderately precise for protons and heavier particles. Since the
−d𝐸/d𝑥 ∼ 𝛽−2 the range is expected to be proportional to the energy squared
𝑅 ∼ 𝐸2. Despite being a rough guess, it is close to the widely accepted Bragg-
Kleeman rule of 𝑅 = 𝑅0𝐸𝛾 , where 𝛾 ≈ 1.7. In Paper I, we discuss and apply an
approximation by Attix (1987) that is even more accurate but still simple.
Each interaction with an electron deflects the incident particle a little. Therefore,
the energy deposit is a statistical process with a certain countable number of colli-
sions. The effect of statistical uncertainty of the energy loss per unit length due to the
discrete nature of particle interactions is called straggling. The deposited energy is
split into a series of discrete amounts, each statistically distributed around the most
probable value given by (11). To account for straggling, a ”projected range” is avail-
able (Berger, 1992). A Monte Carlo simulation of the sequence of particle collisions
within matter is intrinsically accurate as well.
The equation (11) is valid for particles with a mass much larger than the mass
of an electron. Hence, a significant update is required for the calculations of energy
loss by an electron. The incident electron and an electron in the medium are of the























where ℱ(𝛽) is a relativistic correction close to 1− 𝛽2.
3About 1 MeV for a proton.
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Figure 4. CSDA range and projected range for protons in silicon. Plots are produced by the
PSTAR software (Berger, 1992).
Moreover, for relativistic electrons, a prevailing portion of the energy is lost to
bremsstrahlung when an electron is decelerating in the Coulomb field of a nucleus.






















is the radiation length, the average distance in the material reducing the energy of an
electron by a factor of 𝑒. Therefore, the energy of a relativistic electron decreases
exponentially with distance 𝐸(𝑥) = 𝐸0𝑒−𝑥/𝑋0 .
The total linear energy transfer is a sum of collision and bremsstrahlung losses
plus a minor (several percent in the peak) addition from Møller scattering, which is



















The experimental data (Berger, 1992) presented in Figure 5 shows the transition
from collision losses dominating at energies below 1 MeV to bremsstrahlung losses
at energies above 10 MeV.
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Figure 5. Stopping power vs. energy for electrons (left) and protons (right) in silicon. Plots are
produced by ESTAR and PSTAR software (Berger, 1992).
Electrons also experience straggling due to multiple interactions with the elec-
trons and nuclei in the matter. Since the electron mass is either equal or much less
than the masses of particles in matter interacting with the electron, the scattering an-
gles reach 𝜋. The path of an electron in a dense medium is by no means a straight
or slightly curved line. Electron straggling puts limitations on using range tables for
the instrument design, warranting a Monte Carlo simulation to be implemented.
3.2.2 Silicon detectors
A silicon particle detector is a semiconductor device that converts energy deposited
by an incoming particle into an electric current. Electrically, a silicon detector is
a p-n-junction with a reverse bias applied to the terminals on the sides of a silicon
disc, plate, or another flat shape (Leroy and Rancoita, 2012). Detector structures are
usually manufactured on a bigger wafer, and then the detector is sawed to the size.
The detector terminals are usually thin aluminum layers deposited on top of a thin
p+- or n+-interface doped on the surface of the silicon plate. There could be one
or more guard rings around the sensitive area of a silicon detector. The guard rings
are also diodes with one of the terminals common to the entire detector. The guard
rings, if reversely biased, drain the leakage current caused by non-uniformities on
the edges of a silicon plate. Figure 6 shows a schematic cross-section of a silicon
detector with a guard ring connected to an electrode and two passive guard rings.
Reverse bias has potential high enough to deplete charge carriers from both the
junction region and the detector bulk. A fully depleted p-n-junction is very similar
to a capacitor with silicon as dielectric (its dielectric constant 𝜖 = 11.7 ± 0.2). The
capacitance of the RADMON4 2.1× 2.1× 0.35mm3 detector shown in Figure 7 is
about 1.7 pF (Peltonen et al., 2014).
4The instrument description is in Section Aalto-1/RADMON.
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Figure 6. A cross-section of a silicon detector
with a guard ring. Interface layers p+ and n+
have enhanced carrier density. Silicon oxide
passivation protects the detector from
environment and insulates the electrodes.
Figure 7. RADMON silicon
detector with two guard rings.
The inner ring is biased. The
outer ring is left floating.
























Figure 8. A silicon detector, an ionizing particle hit and the movement of created electron-hole
pairs.
When a particle hits the depleted region, it generates multiple electron-hole pairs
in sub-nanosecond time. The electric field existing in the depleted region pulls elec-
trons and holes apart until they are collected as a current spike on the terminals,
see Figure 8. The drift time might be substantially longer, especially for detectors
thicker than several hundred microns. The current is usually read out on the terminal
under positive potential since electrons have larger mobility than holes. A 300 µm
thick detector produces a current spike of about ten nanoseconds for electrons (Frass,
2009).
The average energy of electron-hole pair creation in silicon is 3.62 eV at room
temperature, whereas the bandgap is 1.12 V (Owens and Peacock, 2004). The dif-
ference is that silicon is an indirect semiconductor with a maximum of the valence
band and minimum conduction band occurring at different crystal momenta (Prinzie
et al., 2018). Unlike optical photons with energies below 3.62 eV, which can travel
hundreds of microns in silicon without being absorbed until a proper phonon assists
photoionization, a charged particle interacts with electrons and nuclei without delay,
producing phonons on its way. Therefore, each 1 MeV of energy deposited in silicon
ionization yields about 2.72 · 105 electron-hole pairs (Frass, 2009).
A silicon detector may have several active areas sharing a common substrate
18
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Figure 9. PATE detectors D2 (left) and D3 (right). Segments of D2 and guard rings of both
detectors are visible on the surface. Photo credit: Risto Punkkinen.
but with their other terminals isolated from each other. One can use multiple active
areas to enable spatial sensitivity or make the active area electronically adjustable
on a single silicon layer. Neighboring active areas influence each other as nearby
capacitors. Besides, the edge of the crystal is prone to excess leakage current due
to cutting defects. The irregularity of the edge leakage current might translate into
extra noise of the detector. Each silicon detector plate can have several guard rings
between the p-n-junction(s) used for particle detection to address the leakage issue.
These guard rings improve cross-talk and noise immunity being a screen between
two active regions. Figure 9 shows PATE5 detectors D2 and D3 mounted on carrier
printed circuit boards (PCBs). The D2 detector has a central spot, an outer ring, a
guard ring between them, and a guard ring around the outer ring. The D3 detector
has a single round active area and a guard ring around it. The carrier PCBs contain a
bias voltage distribution circuit and cable connectors and provide mechanical rigidity
for the detector assembly.
3.2.3 CsI detectors
Scintillation is a process of emitting optical photons by the ionized detector medium.
Primary ionization is converted to de-excitation with a release of energy. The en-
ergy is converted either to crystal lattice phonons, eventually becoming heat, or to
the emission of a photon. The scintillation photons are read-out by an optical de-
tector such as a photodiode or a photomultiplier. The RADMON radiation monitor
described in this Thesis employed CsI(Tl) inorganic scintillator; therefore, this In-
troduction will concentrate on properties of this type of scintillator.
5The instrument description is in Section PATE/Foresail-1.
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Pure CsI is an alkali-halide scintillator with a highly polarized ion crystalline
structure. The spectrum of its optical emission has a narrow peak around 330 nm
(Schotanus and Kamermans, 1990). One recent research suggests that undoped CsI
has four decay constants, with the longest being about 20 us with an intensity of
about 48% of the full light output (Moszynski et al., 2016).
A small amount of thallium creates luminescence centers distributed within the
CsI lattice(Gwin and Murray, 1963). Thallium ions shift the peak wavelength of
scintillation photons to the green light with a wavelength of around 520 nm, which
is better suited for silicon-based light sensors. The absolute light output also sub-
stantially rises with the addition of > 10−3 mol6 of Tl+ ions (Hamada et al., 2001).
Thallium doping moderately shortens the decay time of luminescence (Schotanus
and Kamermans, 1990). For a doped CsI(Tl), the luminescence has two components:
fast and slow, which intensities are particle species-dependent, especially for heavy
nuclei (Benrachi et al., 1989). The fast component has a decay time of 575...620
ns, and the slow component has a decay time of 2.4...3.34 µs (Hamada et al., 2001;
Milbrath et al., 2008)
The energy resolution of scintillation detectors is inferior to silicon and solid-
state detectors in general. One of the reasons is that the light collection depends
on the location of the particle track. Photons reflect multiple times from the crys-
tal edges before they are either registered or absorbed. Different surface treatment
has shown variations in the light collection. The second reason is that the relative
quantum yield is much lower, i.e., one MeV of deposited energy in silicon produces
2.72 · 105 e-hole pairs and only 5 · 104 photons in CsI(Tl) (Holl et al., 1988). For
the RADMON radiation monitor(Kestilä et al., 2013) with the data product energy
resolution ΔE/E ∼ 50%, the intrinsic energy resolution of the detectors is an order
of magnitude less; therefore, it was not considered to be affecting the instrument
performance.
The light output of CsI(Tl) depends on the temperature of the crystal (Grassmann
et al., 1985) with a plateau around +30 ...+40 degrees Celsius and a temperature
coefficient of 3 · 10−3/°C at 20°C. The temperature onboard Aalto-1 was measured
to be within 0...+40°C, therefore the deviation of the light yield of several percent is
considered insignificant for the mission.
Radiation tolerance of CsI was studied by Valtonen et al. (2009). For a photo-
diode readout similar to the one used in RADMON, no observable change was ob-
served up to the dose of 100 Gy in the light output and the transparency of selected
scintillation crystals.




Upon ionization of the scintillation medium by an incident particle, the electron-ion
pairs start to recombine. The ionization density is concentrated around the incident
particle track and tracks of secondary particles. The denser is the local ionization,
the more chances there are for a free electron to recombine without emission of a
photon. Two processes of radiative or non-radiative recombination compete for free
electrons in the crystal with the equilibrium depending on densities of ionization,
luminescence centers, and crystal defects (Murray and Meyer, 1961).
For a given crystal, the total light output is quenched with increased ionization
density. This phenomenon is known as the Birks effect (Birks, 1964). The Birks
effect is insignificant for electrons and photons since their linear energy transfer is
relatively low, but it affects the detection of heavier particles such as protons and
ions.








where 𝐿 is the light output, 𝑆 is a normalization constant, 𝐸 is the particle energy,
and 𝑘𝐵 is a measure of the Birks effect influence on the light output. The value of the
constant is measured for different nuclei, e.g. by Bashkin et al. (1958); Horn et al.
(1992); Avdeichikov et al. (2000); Tretyak (2010); Koba et al. (2011). However,
several authors follow the method proposed by Horn et al. (1992) where −d𝐸/d𝑥
is argued to be proportional to 𝐸−1. The assumption allows to solve the equation
(19) to obtain a formula for the light output vs. the deposited energy given in ele-
mentary functions. A paper by Avdeichikov et al. (2000) notes that accuracy of the
assumption −d𝐸/d𝑥 ∼ 𝐸−1 is substantially limited. A numerical integration of the
equation (19) is presented by Avdeichikov et al. (2000) with a properly calculated
value for 𝑘𝐵 for CsI(Tl). That value was used in research described by Paper I.
Paper I discusses a way to integrate the equation (19) for an approximation valid
for the energy range or RADMON. A power-law approximation of −d𝐸/d𝑥 ∼ 𝐸−𝛽
where 𝛽 = 0.678 follows the experimental data in PSTAR database (Berger, 1992).
The approximation allows integration of (19) through hypergeometrical function
2𝐹1:














where 𝐸CsI is the energy deposited in CsI(Tl) scintillator, 𝐿(𝐸CsI) is the expected
luminosity, and 𝑎0 is a constant in the power-law approximation −d𝐸/d𝑥 = 𝑎0𝐸−𝛽 .
Figure 10 shows the effect of Birks correction applied to raw deposited energy in
CsI(Tl).
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